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Foreplay, cuddling, romantic pose
More slowdance type
More clothes option + cape::)
Minigames sounds fun
Jockstrap undewear, gangbang sexpose, statistic about sex acts
A Fouresome pose or a male cumshot pose for bukkake would be good
More clothing items: sexy hi-cut shorts, transparent tops, more revealing clothes, extra short mini dress.
Diving into pool/ocean like we can off the yacht.
Body hair and more customization for how muscular the avatar can be
More customization clothes hairstyle and head
I would love to be a creator of clothes and accessories, I think it would be a good option to be able to make each one their own clothes, but since I know that this is impossible, I 
would ask you to tell me who I can contact to have the opportunity to contribute my knowledge to the 3DX community

need more content
Need to just make all poses to work for all since you have futa and men make it so all can use the same thing men have what 4 cum poses women have 1 why

I would also like to have better Climax animations.
Also add a dick size customiser
Please allow us to make chubby avis
Soft Cock, and tons more Clothes / Tattoos, and Panty Bulges for Trans folks would be simply AMAZING :D
Cock enhancements
Additional feature I really would like to see is sperm visual effects at/around vagina when the Men choose to cum vaginal. Dont have to be to much.. but some visuals, so we both 
or others can see someone came inside would be fantastic and increase our fun!

desperately need a Head Bang dance
More piercing options would be very nice.
And also important better editor for rooms. Very missed new textures - fur and animal prints for animals. And textures at all.
multi-user dance sync'ing
Ability to interact with the environment
The game is great, but there is still lack of group poses with more than 4 active avatars.
Would like to things be added to character customization such as buttplugs, Piercings, Clamps, Gags, etc
at least some more "daily life" clothes and poses eh?
Just more content and stuff would be nice like recent hair and outfit updates in the winter were fun. The game is fairly stable so far and Im thankful for it, but content updates have 
been nonexistent for a while like character customization both male and female, new poses, etc

all of the above!
Fix to the position desyncing so that I can play the hunt and fuck game
While, compared to most "adult" online games, 3DX has an amazing variety of customization options, you still are limited to the constraints of the base character model(s) and 
styles. If possible, height options would be great, the ability to mix and match more outfits would be too, even allowing position changing and scaling of existing clothing items.

I can't speak for male avatars but I'd like to see some genuine variety in the wardrobe. Formal wear and pant suits would be a great addition. I'd love to see a tuxedo option for both 
male and female avatars.
All of these really. Please!
Belt slot for accessories/tail/wings. Shorts for females. "Kinkier" items for those that want them?
Mini game inside the game would definitely be great! Also think a little mini game during sex
All poses are pretty great and fun to use however more ff poses would be good without needing a phallus. Also the FFF poses and mechanics are totally broken and not fun to use. 
Addin group sex adding four or more people to a group.
BDSM !!!!!!!!
I am a roliste, photographer and film maker, if I manage to get what I want in poses by building them myself, I spend a lot of time there, the possibility in build to have models of 
already existing poses would be a big plus. On the other hand, clothing for men is really very limited for role playing.

Chastity cage, piercings
the possibility to choice the tattoes and not a set of tattooes
Need more versatile poses and foreplay options, adding lips physics would be great along with custom poses.
The game really does need for sex poses as well a gangbang poses mixed in with new cum shots. Cloths and a pose editor are another big must for a lot of your players

Better ignore system, Classification of rooms according to sex rooms or non-sexual,
better avatar profile,
2 modes for each sex poses (soft and hard thrusts) like illusions games gameplay (koikatsu, honey select) would give a more personalized experience for each players.

Preference on avatar option.
it's always better to be able to differentiate from others
We need something new, you been stuck in the same rotation for so long.
Ive been paying two account because i needed to distract myself and not feeling bad for paying about my sub (its suck that we can only chose 3....there a lot of interesting stuffs 
that the game will make it more interesting...could bring a lot of users in the futurs)

Needs more immesive features. Partial nudity such as pulling a bra down rather than just removing the clothes completely. Piercings are a long requested feature, bulges in 
clothing. Porting all of the male female poses to females with the penis attached.

I guess more options for hair clothes and face.
clothes will always be needed ..poses id say adapt some of the MF and MFF poses too FF and FFF will make many happy ..pose editor is a good idea but i understand 3D design and 
changing a program like 3DS Max or Blender that poses are made in will be hard to make into something anyone can use

make the editor easier for those who are somewhat computer challenged with things like that
I want my labia, please
Well some more male dances would be nice.
Tit poses
Hand holding
More clothes specifically for men. Less eurocentric hair options.
Just to have more avatar options, with clothes and style. Also recreational drugs in the game like pills or weed would be really a nice touch.

It would be nice to have more clothes for male avatars and hair style xD
Variety in moan sounds, sex sounds and related animation, jiggle effects and physics effects when fingers touch skin, or skin touching skin like that.

The game has a lot of potential, they should add lots of content asap.
The game has a lot of potential, they should add lots of content asap.
more man clothes  too
Men have nothing to wear. There are very simple details to modify in what we already have that would create more content. Like simply changing a collar or stuff like that. I don't 
click on more sex poses even though I'd actually just LOVE that some simple poses as the spoon could be available on the bed, simple things like that. AND WE ABSOLUTELY NEED 
MORE SOCIAL POSES. Better hugs, group hugs, high fives... Give us FUN. We come here for sex, but we stay for the social links we created. I've seen a lot of great friendships 
develop and we all miss neutral, fun, friendly poses ! Plus, even for couples or lovers, that would be great !

Tattoo customization and dress designing.
Height would be pretty cool and maybe a more in depth makeup system
Something I wish we could see is maybe lactation for boobs
Need more FF and FFF poses that don't require a penis or strap on
Visible creampies
maybe sex toys or tail plug ;P
Poses with breast caress and/or nipple play would be cool. Probably not possible with the large variety of boob sizes.
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